
 
 
 

 East Quilt West 
  

 
 
 

Instructor: Catherine Gentile 
Thursday, Oct. 3rd, Nov. 7th, Feb. 6th, March 5th, April 2nd.  
2 hour class from 7:00pm - 9:00pm 
 
East Quilts West is a compilation of quilt blocks.  I have chosen five blocks to this project.  You may, of course, use others 
you may prefer.  The upper left block with curved pieces depicts butterflies.  The triangles center top are a flock of 
cranes.  Bottom center curved pieces can be grass, hills or waves. The circular pattern lower right represents kabuki 
theater actors on a stage.  The setting triangles with the small inset squares represent the town.  My goal is to help you 
create a cohesive piece of art, balance the colors, shapes and textures. 
 
As quilters, we pick out a pattern we like and fabrics that coordinate nicely and make us happy, usually a big print, 
medium print and a couple of small prints.  The pattern tells us where to put the darks and lights, we cut, sew and put 
the quilt together.  We will be working in a different order.  We will select possible fabrics in an array of values and 
textures and fit them into our pattern.  Before cutting, we will move the template around on the fabric to find just the 
right part for that piece = glowing sky behind the butterflies, etc.  When we have made the fabric choices, we will cut 
and sew the block.   
 
Sew machine is not necessary for first class – There will be no sewing at all until at least the 2nd session.  
Piecing techniques for each block will be demonstrated in class.  If you choose, you may leave your sewing machine at 
home and work on color placement in class and sew at home.  An Open Studio (Open Sew) is arranged prior to each 
session except October. 
 
Fabric supplies :   Photos showing suggestions for lights and fabric with color texture variations are below. 

 Our fabric squares need to blend into each other.  Solids or small prints that “read” as solids don’t blend.  
Neither do even geometrics.  We need fabrics with soft pattern, florals, kaffes, aboriginals, batiks, etc.  
Remember, you may have pattern on the back of the fabric as well.  The softer colored reverse side is also 
useful. 

 Very light to dark, smooth to very textured.  Don’t wait to do this the night before class.  It takes time.  

 The largest piece in the whole quilt can be cut from a 7” square.  You do not need large pieces of anything.  I 
have a starter pack of fabric squares for each of you. 

Supplies: 
Design wall is critical – a large flannel backed plastic tablecloth is good 

 Sewing Stars sewing foot if available or Open Toe foot 
 Coordinating cotton thread for construction in a neutral color 
 Basic sewing supplies: including lots of heavy quilting pins to hold fabric on the design wall 
 Template plastic like grided sheets or other that is flexible. Basic template plastic is thicker 
 Very fine sharpie marker  
 Mechanical pencil or Sewline fabric pencil 
 Sandpaper dots for templates for safe cutting 
 Small 28mm rotary cutter and medium or small mat or fabric scissor for cutting pieces 



 
Variety of lights  
 

 
Fabric with a variety of scales, values and patterns 


